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Dressing electrons for transparent metals 
 
 
RESEARCH PROJECT / RESEARCH GROUP DESCRIPTION: 
(2.000 characters – including spaces) 
 
Transparent metals are fundamental ingredients of photovoltaic panels, active screens in 
displays and even cockpit windows in planes. The rare combination of metallic character and 
transparency, which is at odds with common metallic mirrors, is intriguing. SrVO3 is an 
example of metallic and transparent oxide. It is currently believed that transparency in the 
visible range is due to the fact that electrons in this metal are dressed with an electron cloud 
(electron-electron correlations) [1] that enhances their mass and as a consequence they 
cannot respond to the high frequency waves of visible light. 
However, this simple picture is now challenged by recent experiments. New data suggest that 
these amazing property may involve two formerly unexpected actors: electrons can be 
dressed by a lattice deformation moving with them, and the low dimensionality (2D 
character) of the Fermi surface [2]. 
Implications of this novel view go beyond transparent metals. It may reveal a fundamental 
electron-phonon coupling of the highest importance in condensed matter physics including 
high temperature superconductivity. 
We aim at contribution to this research by exploring electrical transport in presence of 2D 
Fermi surfaces in metallic oxides with adjustable electron-phonon coupling. 
We know how to growth epitaxial films of appropriate materials [3,4] and how to measure 
some of the required properties. Therefore, we are in an excellent position to be at the 
forefront of a research race to understand the electron properties and correlations when they 
are in narrow bands in ionic lattices 
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The candidate will be integrated into MULFOX Laboratory. MULFOX 
(http://www.icmab.es/mulfox/) is a multidisciplinary research group with a long expertise on 
oxide-based thin film nanotechnologies with applications in electronics, magnetics and 
photonics. MULFOX has excellent records of scientific production, impact and international 
recognition and with access to all necessary facilities for a fast progression. Nowadays, 
students and post-docs from Brazil, Finland, China, France and Spain constitute a rich 
multicultural group, enthusiastically exploring the limits of knowledge in our research area. 
The research plan includes: a) growth and fabrication of the proposed materials by using 
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worldwide state-or-the art growth techniques, b) structural and morphological 
characterization by using X-ray diffraction techniques and proximity probe microscopy and c) 
exhaustive electric and optical testing using suitable facilities at ICMAB. Use of large European 
facilities, such as ALBA synchrotron, will be also scheduled. 

This scientifically demanding project, requires a very motivate candidate with a solid back 
ground degree and Master on solid state physics, material’s science or nano-engineering. We 
are seeking for a candidate enthusiastic about the job, able to fluently communicate in English 
and ready to participate to international scientific forums and specialization schools, and visit 
foreign laboratories.  

We expect independent minded candidate that, at due time, can contribute much to the 
definition of critical aspects of the project, learn how to get a leadership position and become 
a mature scientist. 

Some recent results from our team can be found in: 

[1] L. Zhang, et al, . Nat. Mater. 2016, 15, 204 
[2] M. Mirjolet, et al. in preparation 
[3] M. Mirjolet, et al. Adv. Funct. Mater. 2019, 29, 1904238. 
[4] M. Mirjolet,  et al. , Adv. Funct. Mater. 2019, 29, 1808432. 
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